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a b s t r a c t
We present the method of proving the reconstructibility of graph classes based on the
new type of decomposition of graphs — the operator decomposition. The properties of this
decomposition are described. Using this decomposition we prove the following. Let P and
Q be two hereditary graph classes such that P is closed with respect to the operation of
join and Q is closed with respect to the operation of disjoint union. Let M be a module of
graph Gwith associated partition (A, B,M), where A ∼ M and B 6∼ M , such that G[A] ∈ P ,
G[B] ∈ Q and G[M] is not (P,Q )-split. Then the graph G is reconstructible.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
All graphs considered are finite, undirected, without loops and multiple edges. The vertex and the edge sets of a graph G
are denoted by V (G) and E(G), respectively. If A ⊆ V (G), G fixed, write \A for V (G) \A. Further, denote by G[A] the subgraph
induced by A.
Write u ∼ v (resp. u 6∼ v) if uv ∈ E(G) (resp. uv 6∈ E(G)). If U ⊆ V (G) is a subset and x ∈ V (G)write x ∼ U (x 6∼ U) if for
every u ∈ U, x ∼ u (resp. x 6∼ u) and set
∼ U = {x | x ∼ U}, 6∼ U = {x | x 6∈ U, x 6∼ U}.
A subsetM ⊆ V (G) is amodule in G if for every v ∈ \M either v ∼ M or v 6∼ M . Thus, ifM is a module, we have the partition
V (G) = M∪ ∼ M∪ 6∼ M. (1)
The partition (1) is associatedwith the moduleM .
For every graph G, the sets V (G), singleton subsets of V (G) and ∅ are modules. A module M with 1 < |M| < |V (G)| is
called a non-trivial module or a homogeneous set. A graph is decomposable if it contains a homogeneous set, otherwise it is
said to be prime or indecomposable.
Let G be a simple graph. The collection D(G) = (Gv)v∈V (G) of vertex-deleted subgraphs of graph G is called the deck of G.
The graph H with deck D(H) = (Hu)u∈V (H) is called the reconstruction of G if there exists a bijection f : V (G)→ V (H) such
that Gv ∼= Hf (v). In this case we say that the decks D(G) and D(H) are equal. The graph G is reconstructible if it is isomorphic
to any of its reconstructions.
Conjecture 1 ([5,13], Kelly–Ulam Reconstruction Conjecture). Every graph with at least three vertices is reconstructible.
It is clear that a graph is reconstructible if and only if its complement is reconstructible.
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The class of graphs is said to be reconstructible if all graphs from this class are reconstructible. The known examples
of reconstructible classes are disconnected graphs, complements of disconnected graphs, regular graphs etc. (see, for
example, [1]).
The class of graphsR is said to be recognizable if for any graph G ∈ R all its reconstructions also belong toR. The class
R is weakly reconstructible if for any G ∈ R, every reconstruction of G that belongs to R is isomorphic to G. Clearly R is
reconstructible if and only if it is recognizable and weakly reconstructible.
One of the possible ways to prove that the class of graphs is reconstructible is to define the decomposition of considered
graphs such that:
(1) the graph is defined by this decomposition up to isomorphism;
(2) the parts of this decomposition and connections between them could be reconstructed from the deck of the graph.
Based on this idea, authors have developed the approach for the reconstruction conjecture based on the so-called operator
decomposition of graphs.
2. Operator decomposition of graphs
The first version of the theory of operator decomposition described below was published in the proceedings book [12]
in Russian and in the preprint [8]. We suppose that these publications are inaccessible for most experts. Therefore in this
paper we present fundamental properties of this decomposition with proofs.
We shall deal with triads T = (G, A, B) where G is a graph and (A, B) is an ordered partition of the set V (G) into two
disjoint subsets (a bipartition). The sets A and B are called the upper and the lower parts of the triad T (one of the parts can
be empty). Denote |T | = |G|, V (T ) = V (G).
Let Ti = (Gi, Ai, Bi), i = 1, 2, be two triads. An isomorphism β : V (G1) → V (G2) of the graphs G1 and G2 preserving
the bipartition (β(A1) = A2) is called an isomorphism of triads T1 → T2. We write T1 ∼= T2 if and only if there exists an
isomorphism T1 → T2.
Denote the set of all triads (graphs) distinguished up to isomorphism of triads (graphs) by Tr(Gr). We consider the triads
from Tr as left operators acting on the set Gr , the action of the operators is defined by the formula
(H, A, B) ◦ G = G ∪ H + {ax : a ∈ A, x ∈ V (G)} (2)
(add the edges of the complete bipartite graph with parts A and V (G) to the disjoint union H ∪ G). On the set Tr the action
(2) induces a binary algebraic operation (themultiplication of triads):
(G1, A1, B1) ◦ (G2, A2, B2) = ((G1, A1, B1) ◦ G2, A1 ∪ A2, B1 ∪ B2). (3)
It is easy to see that the set Tr is a semigroup with respect to the multiplication (3). Formula (2) determines the action of Tr
on Gr . In other words, Tr is a semigroup of operators on Gr .
Let T = (G, A, B) ∈ Tr ,M be a module in G. We callM a T -module if∼M ⊆ A and 6∼M ⊆ B.
It is evident that an arbitrary singleton module is not necessarily a T -module. Therefore it is reasonable to consider
singleton T -modules to be nontrivial.
A triad T is said to be decomposable if it can be represented as a product of two triads. Otherwise it is indecomposable.
Lemma 2. Let T = (G, A, B) be a triad. Then T = T1 ◦ T2, T1, T2 ∈ Tr if and only if there exists a nontrivial T -module in G.
Moreover, T1 is indecomposable if and only if M is a maximal nontrivial T -module of G, where M = A2 ∪ B2, T2 = (G2, A2, B2).
Proof. Obviously, if T = (G1, A1, B1) ◦ (G2, A2, B2), then A2 ∪ B2 is a nontrivial T -module of G. On the other hand, letM be
a nontrivial T -module of G, G1 = G[ ∼ M∪ 6∼ M],G2 = G[M], T1 = (G1,∼ M, 6∼ M), T2 = (G2, A\ ∼ M, B\ 6∼ M). Then
T = T1 ◦ T2. 
It is evident that every triad T can be represented as a product
T = T1 ◦ T2 ◦ · · · ◦ Tk, k ≥ 1, (4)
of indecomposable triads Ti. We call such representation a decomposition of T into indecomposable parts.
An indecomposable part Ti with an empty lower (upper) part is called an A-part (a B-part). A-parts Ti and Tj, i < j, are
said to be undivided if every indecomposable part Tk, i < k < j, is an A-part also. The same terminology is used for B-parts.
Theorem 3. The decomposition of a triad into indecomposable parts is determined uniquely up to permutation of undivided
A-parts or undivided B-parts.
Proof. The statement is obvious for indecomposable triads. Further apply induction on the number of vertices.
Let T = T1 ◦ T2 ◦ · · · ◦ Tk and T = T ′1 ◦ T ′2 ◦ · · · ◦ T ′l , k, l > 1, be two decompositions of a triad T into indecomposable
parts. Assume that
(G1, A1, B1) = T1 6= T ′1 = (G′1, A′1, B′1).
Setting T2 ◦ · · · ◦ Tk = S = (H, C,D) and T ′2 ◦ · · · ◦ T ′l = S ′ = (H ′, C ′,D′), we have
T = T1 ◦ S, T = T ′1 ◦ S ′.
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By Lemma 2, the sets M = C ∪ D and M ′ = C ′ ∪ D′ are maximal T -modules. It is easy to see that the intersection
M ′ ∩ (A1 ∪ B1) = I is a T1-module of G[A1 ∪ B1]. Now Lemma 2 implies that the module I is trivial. On the other hand,
I 6= ∅ sinceM ′ is maximal. So I = A1 ∪ B1 and therefore (by symmetry)
A1 ∪ B1 ⊆ M ′, A′1 ∪ B′1 ⊆ M. (5)
By (5), the triad T1 is the first indecomposable component in some decomposition of S ′ into indecomposable parts. Without
loss of generality, we can assume, by induction assumption, that T1 = T ′2 and therefore
T = T ′1 ◦ T1 ◦ T ′3 ◦ · · · ◦ T ′l .
Further, we have A1 ∼ M, B1 6∼ M, A′1 ∼ M ′, B′1 6∼ M ′. This together with (5) implies A1 = A′1 = ∅, or B1 = B′1 = ∅. In
both the situations we have
T ′1 ◦ T1 = T1 ◦ T ′1, T = T1 ◦ T ′1 ◦ T ′3 ◦ · · · ◦ T ′l ,
T2 ◦ · · · ◦ Tk = T ′1 ◦ T ′3 ◦ · · · ◦ T ′l .
By the induction assumption, one can conclude that k = l, and under the respective ordering, we have T ′1 = T2, Ti = T ′i , i =
3, . . . , l. 
Multiplying all undivided A-parts as well as all undivided B-parts in a decomposition (4) we obtain the canonical
decomposition
T = C1 ◦ C2 ◦ · · · ◦ Cr , r ≥ 1, (6)
of T . Theorem 3 implies:
Corollary 4. The canonical decomposition of a triad is determined uniquely.
The components Ci in the decomposition (6) are called canonical parts of the triad T .
Now let us turn to the graphs. It is obvious that every decomposable graph G can be represented in a form G = T ◦ G0
with nontrivial indecomposable G0. We call G0 an indecomposable part of G; T is called an operator part. Further let (4) be
the decomposition of T into indecomposable parts, then the representation
G = T1 ◦ T2 ◦ · · · ◦ Tk ◦ G0 (7)
is called an operator decomposition of G. If (6) is a canonical decomposition of T , then the representation
G = C1 ◦ C2 ◦ · · · Cr ◦ G0 (8)
is called a canonical operator decomposition of G.
For an indecomposable part G0 we have G0 = G[M], whereM is a minimal nontrivial module of the graph G. On the other
hand, every such module is associated with some decomposition (8). This implies:
Corollary 5. Every minimal nontrivial module M of a graph G determines a unique canonical operator decomposition.
It is obvious that a graph can have several canonical operator decompositions. In many situations we need only the
decompositions whose operator parts satisfy some additional conditions determined by a concrete problem.
Let P and Q be two nonempty classes of graphs. A graph G is (P,Q )-split if there is a subset A ⊆ V (G) such that G[A] ∈ P
and G[\A] ∈ Q ; the triad (G, A, \A) is then called a (P,Q )-triad. Let us denote by (P,Q )Split and (P,Q )Tr the sets of all
(P,Q )-split graphs and (P,Q )-triads, respectively. A pair (P,Q ) is called a closed pair if the following conditions hold:
(i) the class P is closed with respect to the join of graphs,
(ii) the class Q is closed with respect to the disjoint union of graphs.
There are many examples of closed pairs. Let us cite some of them. By α(G) and ω(G), we denote the sizes of maximum
clique and maximum stable set of a graph G, respectively.
(1) P is the class of graphs Gwith α(G) ≤ k and Q is the class of graphs Gwith ω(G) ≤ l, where k and l are some constants.
(2) P is the class of complete multipartite graphs G with at most α vertices in each part, Q is the class of disjoint unions of
complete graphs with at most β vertices in each. In this case (P,Q )Split is the class of (α, β)-polar graphs, introduced
in [11] and studied in many different papers. In particular, if α = β = 1, then the class (P,Q )Split is the class of split
graphs Split [3].
(3) if P is the class of P4-free graphs (cographs) and Q = P , then the closed class (P,Q )Split is the class of P4-bipartite
graphs [4].
(4) Let Q be the class of disconnected graphs and P be the class of graphs with disconnected complement. Then (P,Q )Split
is the class of graphs with skew partition, introduced in [2].
If classes P and Q are hereditary (with respect to induced subgraphs), then the sets (P,Q )Split and (P,Q )Tr are the closed
hereditary classes. In what follows, (P,Q ) is a closed hereditary pair. A graph G is said to be (P,Q )-decomposable if G can be
represented in a form
G = T ◦ H, T ∈ (P,Q )Tr, H ∈ Gr. (9)
Otherwise G is (P,Q )-indecomposable.
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If T ∈ (P,Q )Tr and T = T1 ◦ T2, then each of the triads T1 and T2 belongs to (P,Q )Tr also. Therefore if the graph H in (9)
is (P,Q )-indecomposable and (4) is a decomposition of the triad T into indecomposable parts, then
G = T1 ◦ T2 ◦ · · · ◦ Tk ◦ H, Ti ∈ (P,Q )Tr. (10)
We call a decomposition (10) a (P,Q )-decomposition of G. A canonical (P,Q )-decomposition is defined analogously to a
canonical decomposition of a triad.
If P is the class of complete graphs and Q is the class of empty graphs, then the corresponding decomposition is called
a 1-decomposition. It was described in detail in [10] and appears to be a useful tool for characterization of different graph
classes (see, for example, [6,7,10]).
A module associated with a decomposition (9) is called a (P,Q )-module. A singleton (P,Q )-module of a graph G is
considered to be nontrivial.
Theorem 6. Let (P,Q ) be an arbitrary closed hereditary class and G ∈ Gr. Let G have a minimal nontrivial (P,Q )-module M1
such that G[M1] 6∈ P∪Q . Then G has a unique (P,Q )-decomposition up to permutation of undivided A-parts or undivided B-parts.
Proof. It is clear that every (P,Q )-decomposition (10) is associated with a minimal nontrivial (P,Q )-module M and vice
versa. By Corollary 5, it remains to show thatM1 is a unique minimal nontrivial (P,Q )-module in G. Let there exist another
minimal nontrivial (P,Q )-moduleM2. Then
G = Ti ◦ Hi, Ti ∈ (P,Q )Tr, V (Hi) = Mi, Ti = (Gi, Ai, Bi), i = 1, 2.
Assume thatM1 ∩ M2 6= ∅. SetM0 = M1 ∩ M2,M ′1 = M1 \ M2,M ′2 = M2 \ M1. SinceM2 is a (P,Q )-module, then the triad
T ′2 = (G[M ′1], A2 ∩M ′1, B2 ∩M ′1) is a (P,Q )-triad and we obviously have G = T1 ◦ T ′2 ◦H1[M0], where T1 ◦ T ′2 ∈ (P,Q )Tr . This
contradicts the minimality ofM1.
So it is proved that M1 ∩ M2 = ∅. Since M1 ∼ M2 or M1 6∼ M2, then M1 ⊆ A2 or M1 ⊆ B2. Therefore G[M1] ∈ P or
G[M1] ∈ Q , a contradiction. 
A graph G is said to be (P,Q )-heterogeneous if it has a (P,Q )-moduleM such that G[M] 6∈ P ∪ Q .
Corollary 7. Let
G = C1 ◦ · · · ◦ Ck ◦ H and G′ = C ′1 ◦ · · · ◦ C ′l ◦ H ′
be canonical (P,Q )-decompositions of graphs G and G′, respectively. Suppose that there exists only oneminimal nontrivial (P,Q )-
module in G (in particular, G is (P,Q )-heterogeneous). Then G ∼= G′ if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i) k = l;
(ii) Ci ∼= C ′i , i = 1, . . . , k;
(iii) H ∼= H ′.
Corollary 8. If G 6∈ (P,Q )Split, then the (P,Q )-decomposition of G is determined uniquely up to permutation of undivided
A-parts or undivided B-parts.
3. Reconstruction of (P,Q )-decomposable non-(P,Q )-split graphs
Let G be a (P,Q )-decomposable graph for some closed hereditary pair (P,Q ), and let (10) be a (P,Q )-decomposition of
G. It is clear, that Split ⊆ (P,Q )Split . Obviously all graphs of orders at most 3 are split. Hence if in (10), |H| ≤ 3, then H is
split and so G ∈ (P,Q )Split . If |T1| ≤ 3 then either G or G is disconnected. In this case G is reconstructible.
In what follows,R(P,Q ) is the class of (P,Q )-decomposable non-(P,Q )-split graphs Gwith (P,Q )-decomposition (10)
such that both G and G are connected. Obviously H 6∈ (P,Q )Split , |H| ≥ 4, |T | ≥ 4. To prove that the class of (P,Q )-
decomposable non-(P,Q )-split graphs is reconstructible, it is sufficient to prove thatR(P,Q ) is reconstructible.
Let T = (F , A, B) ∈ Tr and a ∈ A, b ∈ B. By vertex-deleted triads, we mean the triads Ta = (Fa, A \ {a}, B),
Tb = (Fb, A, B \ {b}) distinguished up to isomorphism of triads.
Now let G ∈ R(P,Q ) and (10) be a (P,Q )-decomposition of G. Further let T = T1 ◦ · · · ◦ Tk be the operator part of the
decomposition (10). Since |H| ≥ 3 and |T | ≥ 3, the deck D(G) has the partition into disjoint subsets
D(G) = DT ∪ DH , (11)
where DT = {T ◦ Hv : v ∈ V (H)} and DH = {Tv ◦ H : v ∈ V (T )}, T ∈ (P,Q )Split , H 6∈ (P,Q )Split is (P,Q )-indecomposable.
Lemma 9. The classR(P,Q ) is recognizable.
Proof. Let G be some graph. We shall prove that if D(G) has a partition (11), then G ∈ R(P,Q ).
Let v ∈ V (G) and Gv ∈ DH , i.e. Gv ∼= Tv ◦ H . Then there exists a partition
V (G) \ {v} = Av ∪ Bv ∪ Cv (12)
into disjoint subsets Av, Bv, Cv , where (G[Av ∪ Bv], Av, Bv) ∼= Tv , and G[Cv] ∼= H . Since P,Q are hereditary classes,
Tv ∈ (P,Q )Tr .
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For the further proof we need the following proposition.
Proposition 10. Let u ∈ V (G). Then u 6∈ Cv if and only if Gu ∈ DH .
Proof. Let us prove necessity. Suppose that u 6∈ Cv and Gu ∈ DT . Then Gu ∼= T ◦ Hu, i.e.
V (G) \ {u} = Au ∪ Bu ∪ Cu, (13)
where (G[Au ∪ Bu], Au, Bu) ∼= T and G[Cu] ∼= Hu.
Since |Cv| = |H| > |Hu| = |Cu|, we have Cv 6⊆ Cu. Thus there are two possibilities:
(1) Cv ⊆ Au ∪ Bu. But in this case G[Cv ∩ Au] ∈ P , G[Cv ∩ Bu] ∈ Q . Therefore H ∼= G[Cv] ∈ (P,Q )Split . A contradiction
with definition (11) is obtained.
(2) Cv ∩ (Au ∪ Bu) 6= ∅, Cv ∩ Cu 6= ∅. In this case
H ∼= G[Cv] ∼= (G[Cv ∩ (Au ∪ Bu)], Cv ∩ Au, Cv ∩ Bu) ◦ G[Cv ∩ Cu].
This contradicts the (P,Q )-indecomposability of H .
Thus it is proved that if u 6∈ Cv , then Gu ∈ DH . On the other hand, the number of vertices u such that u 6∈ Cv is equal to
|G| − |Cv| = |G| − |H| = |DH |. Therefore the set DH completely consists of cards Gu such that u 6∈ Cv . The proposition is
proved. 
Now let Gu,Gv ∈ DH . As above, cases (1) and (2) from the proof of Proposition 10 are impossible. Thus Cv ⊆ Cu. Analogously
Cu ⊆ Cv . So we have Cu = Cv = C for all u, v such that Gu,Gv ∈ DH .
Fix some pair u, v such that Gu,Gv ∈ DH . In Gv we have Av ∼ C and Bv 6∼ C . By Proposition 10, v 6∈ C . Therefore
v ∈ Au ∪ Bu. If v ∈ Au, then Av ∪ {v} ∼ C , Bv 6∼ C . If v ∈ Bu, then Av ∼ C , Bv ∪ {v} 6∼ C . Thus it is proved that C is a
homogeneous set of G.
Without loss of generality, let v ∈ Au. Put A = Av ∪ {v}, B = Bv . Then
G = (G[A ∪ B], A, B) ◦ G[C], (14)
where H ∼= G[C] 6∈ (P,Q )Split , G[B] ∈ Q .
It remains to show that G[A] ∈ P . By the definition ofR(P,Q ), the graph G is connected, therefore B 6= ∅.
Consider u ∈ B. By Proposition 10, Gu ∈ DH . Therefore Gu ∼= (G[Au ∪ Bu], Au, Bu) ◦ G[C] and A ⊂ Au ∪ Bu. Since A ∼ C , we
have A ⊆ Au. As (G[Au ∪ Bu], Au, Bu) ∼= Tu ∈ (P,Q )Tr , it is true that G[Au] ∈ P and so G[A] ∈ P . Lemma 9 is proved. 
Lemma 11. The classR(P,Q ) is weakly reconstructible.
Proof. Let G1,G2 be graphs fromR(P,Q )with equal decks D(G1) and D(G2) and with (P,Q )-decompositions
G1 = T 11 ◦ · · · ◦ T 1k ◦ H10 , G2 = T 21 ◦ · · · ◦ T 2l ◦ H20 . (15)
Further, let T 1 = T 11 , H1 = T 12 ◦ · · · ◦ T 1k ◦ H10 , T 2 = T 21 , H2 = T 22 ◦ · · · ◦ T 2l ◦ H20 . So
G1 = T 1 ◦ H1, G2 = T 2 ◦ H2, (16)
where T 1, T 2 ∈ (P,Q )Tr are indecomposable triads and H1,H2 6∈ (P,Q )Split .
Let V (Gi) = Ai ∪ Bi ∪ C i, where (Gi[Ai ∪ Bi], Ai, Bi) ∼= T i, Gi[C i] ∼= H i and Gi ∼= (Gi[Ai ∪ Bi], Ai, Bi) ◦ Gi[C i], i = 1, 2.
As above, since |T i| ≥ 3 and |H i| ≥ 3, i = 1, 2, the decks of G1 and G2 have partitions
D(Gi) = DT i ∪ DH i , (17)
where DT i = {T i ◦ H iv : v ∈ C i} and DH i = {T iv ◦ H i : v ∈ Ai ∪ Bi}, i = 1, 2. All graphs from DH i , i = 1, 2, are (P,Q )-
decomposable non-(P,Q )-split.
Let us show that every graph Giv ∈ DT i , i = 1, 2, is (P,Q )-heterogeneous. Consider, for example, the card G1v ∼= T 1 ◦ H1v .
It is easy to see that H1v 6∈ P ∪Q . Indeed, if H1v ∈ P , then since O1 ∈ Q , we have that H1 ∈ (P,Q )Split . The case when H1v ∈ Q
is analogous.
Thus, by Corollaries 7 and 8, for all cards from D(G1) and D(G2) the (P,Q )-decomposition is unique.
Since all graphs G1,G2,G1,G2 are connected, T 1 and T 2 are neither A-parts nor B-parts. Therefore, by Corollary 8, G1 ∼= G2
if and only if T 1 ∼= T 2 and H1 ∼= H2.
Let us show that there exist v ∈ V (G1) and u ∈ V (G2) such that
G1v ∈ DT1 , G2u ∈ DT2 , G1v ∼= G2u. (18)
Suppose the contrary. Then there exist G1v1 ∈ DT1 , G1v2 ∈ DH1 , G2u1 ∈ DT2 , G2u2 ∈ DH2 such that
T 1 ◦ H1v1 = G1v1 ∼= G2u2 = T 2u2 ◦ H2, (19)
T 2 ◦ H2u1 = G2u1 ∼= G1v2 = T 1v2 ◦ H1. (20)
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Right parts of these expressions do not belong to (P,Q )Split and therefore left parts also do not belong to (P,Q )Split . Let
T 2u2 = C1u2 ◦· · · C ru2 be the canonical decomposition of the triad T 2u2 . From (19), by Corollary 7, we have T 1 ∼= C1u2 and therefore
|T 1| ≤ |T 2u2 | < |T 2|. (21)
Analogously from (20), by Corollary 7,
|T 2| ≤ |T 1v2 | < |T 1|. (22)
The contradiction is obtained.
So, consider v ∈ V (G1), u ∈ V (G2) such that (18) holds. We have
T 1 ◦ H1v ∼= T 2 ◦ H2u .
By Corollary 7,
T 1 ∼= T 2. (23)
H1v ∼= H2u . (24)
In particular, if G1v ∈ DH1 and G1v ∼= G2u, then G2u ∈ DH2 . Indeed, if there exist the cards from DT1 and DH2 such that (19) holds,
then the inequality (21) is true. This contradicts (23). Moreover,
H1v ∼= H2u (25)
for all G1v ∈ DT1 , G2u ∈ DT2 such that G1v ∼= G2u.
Let G1v ∼= G2u, G1v = T 1v ◦ H1 ∈ DH1 , G2u = T 2u ◦ H2 ∈ DH2 .
Since T 1 ∼= T 2, we have |H1| = |H2|. Let H1 be (P,Q )- indecomposable. Then H2 is also (P,Q )-indecomposable. Indeed,
if H2 = C21 ◦ · · · ◦ C2r ◦ H20 is the canonical (P,Q )-decomposition of H2, then, by Corollary 7, H1 ∼= H20 and thus |H1| < |H2|.
Since H1 and H2 are (P,Q )-indecomposable, by Corollary 8, it is true that H1 ∼= H2.
Let H1 and H2 be (P,Q )-decomposable. We have
D(H i) = (H iv : Giv = T i ◦ H iv ∈ DT i), i = 1, 2.
Thus, by (25), H1 and H2 have equal decks. If H1 or H1 is disconnected, then H1 ∼= H2. Otherwise H1 and H2 belong to
R(P,Q ) and |H1| = |H2| < |G1| = |G2|. Using induction, we again have H1 ∼= H2.
So, it is proved that T 1 ∼= T 2 and H1 ∼= H2. The lemma is proved. 
Thus, Lemmas 9 and 11 imply:
Theorem 12. (P,Q )-decomposable non-(P,Q )-split graphs are reconstructible for any closed hereditary pair of classes (P,Q ).
This theorem could be written in another way.
Theorem 13. Let P and Q be two hereditary graph classes such that P is closed with respect to the operation of join and Q is
closed with respect to the operation of disjoint union. Let M be a module of graph G with associated partition (A, B,M), such that
G[A] ∈ P, G[B] ∈ Q and G[M] is not (P,Q )-split. Then the graph G is reconstructible.
Note that for the 1-decomposable graphs, the stronger result is true.
Theorem 14 ([9]). 1-decomposable graphs are reconstructible.
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